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Sanctuary I Community I Sustainability

“Consequences of positive actions”
has become a self-perpetuating purpose

Community-owned & Community-led
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Annual Report to Stakeholders & Community
Everyone that contributes to, visits, or benefits from this project in any way is an important
stakeholder - financial contributors, partners, collaborators, volunteers, governance and
committee, staff, schools, halo landowners and neighbours, Taranaki community, wider
conservation community, and future generations.
It is a pleasure and a privilege to be striving towards ambitious goals. Community aspirations
drive this Trust, which prides itself in a strong sense of purpose and an inclusive culture. The
Trust is forever grateful to all the community for supporting this inspirational project.
The Trust wishes to sincerely thank and recognise the following key partners, sponsors,
donors, contributors, and collaborators:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South Taranaki District Council
Taranaki Electricity Trust
Ministry for the Environment
Ngati Tupaia
Wild for Taranaki
Bees & Trees Honey New Zealand
Beck Helicopters
Staples Rodway
Thompson O’Neil & Co
TSB Community Trust
Waikato University
Lysaght Watt Trust
Taranaki Mounga Project
Kiwis for Kiwi
Taranaki Veterinary Service
Z Energy – Stratford
Tiaki Te Mauri o Parininihi Trust
MAIN Trust
Hihi Recovery Group
Kiwi Recovery Group
Fonterra Grass-roots
Cambridge University UK
Eltham Timber & Supplies
EnviroSchools
Eltham Lions Club

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taranaki Regional Council
OMV New Zealand
Koala Trust
Taranaki Kiwi Trust
South Taranaki Forest & Bird
New Zealand Oil & Gas
Primo Wireless
Uhlenberg Haulage
Auld Brewer Mazengarb & McEwan
Pelorus Trust
Eltham Vet Services
Ministry of Education - LEOTC
Department of Conservation
East Taranaki Environment Trust
Fairview Aluminium – Hawera
Efinity – internet Specialists
Sanctuaries of New Zealand Inc.
QE II Trust
Bushy Park Trust
Supporters of Tiritiri Matangi
Zoological Society of London
Imperial College London
IVHQ
Parker Conservation
Maata Women’s Institute

If we have missed your business or organisation, we sincerely apologise – we try hard to
capture all relationships, but recognise we do make mistakes from time to time.
The Trust also sincerely thanks the individuals that have made significant private donations.
We know you are proud of our efforts - we are forever grateful and proud to have your support!
The Trust expresses sincere gratitude to every volunteer, neighbour and surrounding
landowner, and the many ‘friends of the Lake’ members – this community is why this project
succeeds.
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Annual Summary
This summary report focuses on highlights of effort and outcomes. Activity reporting aligns
with annual grant timing of July to June, while financial reporting aligns with the Trust’s
financial year – April to March.
The past year has seen significant biodiversity and biosecurity success. The first hihi
(stitchbird) breeding season in Taranaki for over 130 years has been highly successful, and
supplementary translocation of 30 more hihi to further boost the population. The kiwi project
is fast reaching the ultimate goal of providing an annual supply of kiwi for restoration
throughout Taranaki. Following a significant biosecurity challenge in 2016-17, the past year
has been proof that the effort was worthwhile and that Rotokare has maintained a pest-free
sanctuary. The surrounding halo project is achieving significant results, and has become a
core part of the Trust’s long-term vision.
The environmental education programme continues to provide high-quality opportunities to
students of all ages, and the broader community engagement and volunteer programmes
continue to grow. Particular highlights are the Youth Ambassador programme and the increase
in volunteers and volunteer effort.
The completion of a new wetlands boardwalk and ongoing walkway upgrades continue to
improve the visitor experience, and the completion of additional shed space has improved
operational efficiency.
Behind the scenes the administration and fundraising work continues to be a very busy part
of our work.
The year ahead
Significant challenges include completion of several administration systems improvements,
for example, development of cloud-based file systems and a fit for purpose contact database.
Fundraising remains a major challenge, demanding significant time and effort.
Ongoing biodiversity restoration progress includes plans for two further species
reintroductions to Rotokare in 2019 – Pateke (brown teal) returned to Taranaki, and
titipaunamu (rifleman) returned to Rotokare.
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The Trust & Staff
Trustees actively maintain the 'Grassroots to Governance' approach to their roles at Rotokare.
This highlights an important element of Rotokare success, which is all about 'community-led'
inclusiveness. Leading by example and ensuring they remain involved in all aspects of the
project, Trustees commit a huge amount of time to the project each year.
Trustees: Chair - Steve Kane, Deputy-Chair & Treasurer - Mike Weren, Trustees - Murray
Prankerd, Graeme Pitman, Joe Menzies, Deborah Clough, Jacqui Kingsnorth, & Co-opted
Trustee - Bruce Clarkson.
Staff have maintained a strong team through working together and a shared-leadership
approach to many key project activities. The seamless integration of staff and volunteers
across all aspects of the Trust's operations is a key element of broader project success.
Staff (3.6 full-time equivalents): Sanctuary Manager - Simon Collins, Site Manager - Fiona
Gordon, Halo Ranger - Aaron Jacobson, Environmental Educator – Ash Muralidhar
Administrator - Tricia Jamieson.
Changes have occurred with staff and roles over the past year. Melissa Jacobson, who began
in 2009 and established the education programme finished to take on a high school science
teaching role. Jen Puckey, who had been a standout educator finished to pursue full-time
primary teacher training. We welcome Ash Muralidhar to the team as Environmental Educator.
At the conclusion of the Ministry for the Environment funded Halo Project establishment, the
Halo Ranger role was reduced to 1 day per week. Aaron Jacobson remains in the field-based
role. The Administration role, fulfilled by Tricia Jamieson, has increased by 1 day per week to
increase fundraising capacity.
In addition, the Trust has employed a Summer Ranger for the past 3 years (12 weeks over
summer) through the Trainee Ranger programme run by Nelson Marlborough Institute of
Technology. This not only provides a well-needed capacity-boost for peak fieldwork season,
but also contributes to skill-development and mentoring of a future conservation leader.

Committee
The Rotokare Committee is a critical part of operational support and governance feedback. In
essence, this is the key conduit for community views and guidance which actively feeds a
wider view to the Trust. This group plays a key role is supporting operational activities, annual
fundraising projects, and public engagement programmes. The Committee is open to anyone,
and represents the community and volunteers – directly informing Governance decisions.

Life Members
There are some incredibly selfless people in this world, and the Trust is grateful to be
surrounded by many such individuals.
This year Val Campbell was honoured for her long-standing service with a Life Membership
award. Val is the minutes secretary for both the Trust and committee meetings, is actively
involved in fundraising, and is a significant contributor to other community organisations.
Life Members: Gwen Muller, Joan O’Connor, Alex Ballantyne, Ray Willy, Win Kerr, Don
Litchfield, Barry Hartley, Jenny Kerrisk, Bill Hodges, Val Campbell.
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Volunteers
The life-force of Rotokare is its community and the many amazing volunteers that continue to
commit huge hours and effort to the project. Volunteers fulfil key roles throughout the
organisation from governance and operational committee, to a wide range of skilled
conservation delivery and administration support.
Volunteer and staff planning are fully-integrated throughout all aspects of our operations,
management and governance. Jenny Kerrisk continues to play a key role in the team as
volunteer coordinator. The project continues to attract new volunteers, with regular and weekday volunteering a significant part of weekly activities, and Sunday working bees remaining
strong.
All of the outcomes achieved in this project are the result of a dedicated effort by a big family!

9386 Hours

Rotokare Volunteer Hours - July 2017 - June 2018
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Rotokare Volunteer Effort - July 2017 - June 2018
Number of individuals who volunteered
during 2017 calendar year:

Volunteer
time
55%

staff time
45%

247
Number of individuals who have
volunteered January to June 2018:

96
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Snapshot of Volunteer highlights
Volunteer recognised with Enviro-award

Kiwi surveys – a significant volunteer effort

TRC Environmental Award 2017 – Action in the
Community: Jenny Kerrisk was recognised for
her significant contribution to coordination of
volunteer activities over eight years at Rotokare
– as a dedicated field-worker and playing a key
leadership role.

Annual call-count surveys at Rotokare run each
year, with 30+ volunteers turning-out to deliver
(as experienced surveyors or learn as trainees).

Working closely with staff, Jenny fulfils a pivotal
role in supporting delivery of work plans.

Toutouwai translocation – Taranaki
Mounga Project
For the second year running, Rotokare staff and
volunteers have assisted throughout all aspects
of the translocation from Pureora to Mt Taranaki
– pre-feeding trips, translocation, release and
monitoring. 590 volunteer hours recorded for
this project by Rotokare (Additional to hours
recorded above).

Kiwis for Kiwi – This year, in addition to the
volunteer work at Rotokare, several skilled and
trainee volunteers undertook call surveys at a
number of locations Taranaki-wide. 47 survey
stations, 13 separate nights, over 400 hours
effort (Additional to hours recorded above).
Hihi feeding – 3-daily roster
Since the reintroduction of hihi, every 3 days the
five feeding stations are serviced by one of
several dedicated volunteers (changing &
measuring sugar-water, sterilising equipment &
feeding stations, recording hihi sighted).
Tony Green, the ‘bird whisperer’ has taken a
lead role, having undertaken well over 50% of
these rounds and actively trained others.

Training & Skill Development
Developing conservation skills and knowledge within the community is an integral activity
within the project. As the diversity of activities increases and the need for specialist skills
grows, a more targeted approach to building these skills in the volunteering community has
become a greater focus. Following is a summary of formal and informal training provided:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor 1st aid
Emergency fence response
Plant ID (incl. pest-plants)
Five-minute bird counts (via NMIT)
Dactylanthus seed collection
Pest trapping & monitoring

• Kiwi skills: telemetry monitoring & tracking,
catching & handling, health checks &
transmitters, call-surveys
• Hihi feeding & nest-box monitoring
• Bird monitoring (multi-species & leg-band ID)
• Bird translocation skills (incl. catching
assistance & bird transport)

Training workshops & on the ground learning: The Trust’s goal is to increase delivery of a
community-focused annual programme of training & development.
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Biosecurity - Sanctuary
The intensive management of sanctuary biosecurity is ongoing. This is a significant
achievement in its own right, highlighting the importance of doing the basics well –
fundamental to maintaining a pest-free sanctuary.
Fence operations consist of detailed weekly inspection and ongoing maintenance of the 8.2km
pest-proof fence and access gates (public entry and operational gates). Weekly trap servicing
routines (522 permanently-set traps) and seasonal pest monitoring (approximately 1,800
tracking tunnels in total) are also core sanctuary biosecurity work.
Pest plant surveillance and control, and wasp control are other core annual biosecurity
activities. Biosecurity advocacy is a strong focus, delivered through the education programme,
newsletters and media, and pro-active on-site visitor engagement.

Traps per trap line
Inside fence

Bisect lines

Road

Lake edge

Public area

Permanent traplines inside sanctuary
Pest incursion response readiness
•
•
•
•

Several sheltered trap caches throughout sanctuary
Dormant devices strategically placed for immediate activation
Permanent reserve stock of traps at base, including cage traps
Bait station pins & baffles ready to convert 1200+ tracking tunnels
to full sanctuary 50x50m bait-station grid
• Permanent stock of tracking cards for immediate monitoring

Dogs

Inside fence-line, 193 traps:
• DOC 250’s: 8
• DOC 200’s: 55
• Victor rat: 26
• Victor mouse: 104
Lake edge, 175 traps:
• DOC 200’s: 80
• Victor rat: 15
• Victor mouse: 80
Road, 51 traps:
• DOC 250’s: 4
• DOC 200’s: 18
• Victor rat: 11
• Victor mouse: 18
Bisect lines, 27 traps:
• DOC 200’s: 13
• Victor mouse: 14
Pubic area, 76:
• DOC 250’s: 2
• DOC 200’s: 14
• Victor rat: 31
• Victor mouse: 29

Total permanent traps
522

Occasional visits still occur. Vigilance remains high & further signage
improvements are in progress. We rely on visitors to help.
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Pest animal summary
Mice Caught January 2016 - June 2018
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A decade since eradication

• In 2016 a significant mouse event
occurred, with tracking tunnel and trap
detections throughout the sanctuary. A
significant operation lasting several
months successfully returned detection
rates to zero by end 2016.
• No further mice were detected until March
2017.
• Between March and May 2017, a total of
12 mice were caught, plus 1 found dead –
likely due to avian predation.

In spring 2008 an aerial toxin operation led to a
successful 12 mammalian pest species
eradication. Some incursions have occurred,
and mice in particular have regularly re-invaded.
Despite the challenges, the Trust is achieving
the goal of maintaining a pest-free sanctuary.
The mop-up phase following the eradication
included responses to mouse detections. The
intensive effort at the beginning set high
standard we continue to uphold.
Pest animals caught since eradication:

July 2017 to June 2018
•
•

7

• Mice – total of 296 caught
• Rats – total of 14 caught
• Stoats – total of 2 caught

2 mice caught
1 rat caught

Ongoing trapping and monitoring (tracking
tunnels and pest-detection dogs) provide good
confidence in our systems.

Mouse catch history 2011 - 2018
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Pest-proof fence
The fence is the number-one asset in the Trust’s biosecurity armoury. While pest incursions
will happen via vehicles and avian predators (i.e. harrier, falcon, kingfisher, ruru – dropping
live prey over fence), the fence eliminates permanent pest-animal pressure. A decade after
it’s construction the Trust is thrilled with the performance of this asset, however ongoing
management is critical to ensuring optimal sanctuary outcomes.

24/7 remote monitoring and emergency response capability
Fence management

Main entry gate damaged by bus, repaired by dusk

Cleaning fence-hood & gates: regular maintenance

• Weekly detailed fence-checks search for
burrowing and fence damage.
• Weekly testing of electronic monitoring
system.
• Monthly servicing of vehicle entry gates.
• Regular maintenance cycles include checks
of all rivets, screws, staples, joins, wires etc.
• Seasonal cycles include cleaning moss and
lichen on fence-hood, vegetation trimming.
• Platform maintenance (i.e. weed and grass
control and managing earth cracking or
subsidence).
• Permanent stock of maintenance parts plus
emergency response stock for ‘just in case’.

Other biosecurity activities
Wasp management

Pest plant management

Wasp numbers fluctuate annually but are
always an issue. Wasps are a risk to humans
and can have a serious impact on biodiversity,
through competing for resources and as a
predator. We actively trap wasps and destroy
nests. A new product (vespex) is now also used
for wasp management – via bait station grid.

Current activities include surveillance for Old
Man’s beard (3 plants have been detected and
treated over the past decade), annual willow
surveillance and control around the wetlands.
Other species controlled as time allows
including blackberry, Himalayan honey-suckle,
thistle species, cape daisy, selaginella.
Willow control - annual surveillance and treatment

Vespex bait station – protein lures
wasps, then toxin is carried to nest
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Halo Project
The initial establishment phase is now complete - a comprehensive trap network completely
surrounds the sanctuary and links with trapping projects run by South Taranaki Forest and
Bird, and Taranaki Kiwi Trust. The initial major grant provided by the Ministry for the
Environment has now ended, and the Trust is working towards securing funding to maintain
the programme into the future. The shortest distance from the sanctuary fence to outer-edge
of the halo trapping is approximately 1km, however the Trust intends to increase this distance
as well as optimising trap placement after three years of pest-animal monitoring.
Annual operational activity includes monthly trap checks/re-baiting and ongoing maintenance.
catches are logged and monthly reporting to all landowners delivered.

Halo deployment
•

Collaboration

3,390ha protected (including
sanctuary)
Additional 140 traps deployed 20172018
Total Rotokare Halo traps 1,100+
15 landowners plus bush reserves
Traps also on-loan to Sth T F&B

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Linking effort with South Taranaki
Forest & Bird + Taranaki Kiwi Trust
Combined total area protected =
4,310ha (Halo + collaboration).
Integrating with TRC possum self-help
programme and KNE (Key Native
Ecosystem) support.

Eltham

TKT
Sth T F&B
Rotokare Halo
Sth T F&B

Halo programme – purpose
•
•
•
•

Protect sanctuary by reducing pressure of pest-animals on fence
Protect spill-over of vulnerable wildlife from within the sanctuary
Enhance connectivity and corridors of protection for wildlife dispersal
Promote collaborative community-led biodiversity protection and restoration
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TRAP CATCH - JULY JUNE 2017-18

Mustelids
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2,660 pest animals destroyed – 2017-2018
Halo project to date
1st traps deployed October 2015, full halo
completed in spring 2017
Total pests destroyed since Oct 2015

6193

Percentage of total destroyed in 2017-18

43%

Wow! 615 hedgehogs in 3 years

Halo Project - Outcome monitoring
Annual biodiversity monitoring is undertaken to measure progress towards the goal of
increased native species abundance. Annual monitoring is showing small overall gains.

Halo monitoring stations & study areas
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Ecological
The ultimate purpose of our work is the 'ecological restoration of Rotokare and beyond'. The
effort put into biosecurity work, fundraising, and our community-led focus are fundamental to
ensuring pro-active sustainable ecological restoration. By providing a setting which enables
species to return and flourish, rare and long-since absent species will thrive in Taranaki. The
Trust is committed to delivering significant regional outcomes and contributing to national
conservation goals.
The Trust is currently developing an ecological restoration plan for the sanctuary with a major
focus on reintroducing missing species – restoring to the best of our ability a full complement
of species that would once have been present, thus playing a key role in restoring biodiversity
in Taranaki. The hihi and kiwi projects highlight the species-focused restoration, the
matata/fernbird translocation from Rotokare highlight wider benefit of this restoration project.

Hihi/Stitchbird
The Trust returned hihi to Taranaki in 2017 with a translocation of 40 birds from Tiritiri Matangi
– c130 years after regional extinction. A second translocation was undertaken in 2018 in
collaboration with the Bushy Park Trust. An intensive species management programme and
one of only seven populations on the planet, this is the most delicate reintroduction undertaken
and rarest bird released at Rotokare to date.

1st Hihi hatch in Taranaki
since 1880’s
8 females bred this season - 42% of those
released. Expected survival rate of juvenile
hihi into the breeding population is 40% at
non-translocated sites, the added stress of
translocation is expected to reduce this
survival rate – not the case at Rotokare.
All Rotokare hihi were first year breeders typically not very productive in first year.
Sixteen first year females left behind on
Tiritiri Matangi successfully fledged 16
juveniles between them this season – 24%
fledging success. The eight Rotokare
females successfully fledged 17 juveniles
collectively – a whopping 46% fledging
success. (% based on overall
hatched/chick survival).
In reintroduced hihi populations, females
using sugar feeders produce more young.
The three females most sighted at sugar
feeders produced 12 of the 17 juveniles.

Hihi chicks in nest – nest monitoring (a delicate task)
ensures mite control is timely and survival is monitored

Hihi annual management summary
• Post translocation survey – survival monitoring.
• Pre-breeding – survival & location monitoring.
• Nest-box management – sterilising & placement
based on hihi locations.
• Mite control at nests (as required).
• Sugar-feeders – 3-daily feeding & sterilising.
• Ongoing ID monitoring at feeders.
• Breeding monitoring – eggs, chicks, fledglings.
• Banding all chicks/fledglings.
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Chick banding

2018 translocation
The hihi reintroduction plan included a minimum of
two translocations.
In April the team headed to Tiritiri Matangi to catch
the second cohort of hihi for Rotokare. This time, we
worked with Bushy Park who also needed to
translocate additional birds.
Working closely with the Supporters of Tiritiri Matangi
and Hihi Recovery Group, this operation was smooth
and efficient.
30 hihi were released at Rotokare to supplement the
population established the previous year.

Translocation team

Taranaki Kohanga Kiwi at Rotokare
Established in 2012, this project is a partnership with the Taranaki Kiwi Trust. The goal is to
establish a genetically diverse founder population for the purpose of providing in perpetuity
the excess kiwi to other sites throughout Taranaki and Western Brown Kiwi range.

Founders – establishing a robust population
Goal of 40 genetically diverse founders expected to be
achieved in 2019. 1st founders arrived in 2012, some as
adult pairs.
2 new founders added to population in 2018 bringing the
current total to 33.
Preliminary surveys undertaken in autumn 2018 at multiple
locations to identify likely sites to source remaining
founders. Each survey requires several listening stations
to triangulate position of adult pairs.

Robbie – founder #33

Population management challenge
Estimating the population size, the productivity of the breeding population, and the capacity of
the site are key challenges being tackled. It is known that when a population reaches carrying
capacity, the productivity of the population decreases. The goal is to ensure the population is
managed at an optimal level – allowing broad genetic recruitment into the population and
promoting maximum productivity. The project is working with experts to develop a realistic
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site-based model that allows accurate predictions of population growth, allowing us to forecast
the annual yield, and establishing a plannable harvest cycle.
Limited available kiwi data from elsewhere means broad estimates are all we currently have
to go on, and no detailed study has been done that matches the unique conditions in this case.
The graph below describes different modelling scenarios (highlighting the uncertainty of kiwi
numbers), estimated capacity levels, and indicates potential population based on annual callcount surveys.
300

Call-count surveys
suggest these three
population scenarios are
more likely
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Five population model examples (based on variety of potential productivity scenarios) demonstrate the
uncertainty of predicting actual population levels.

Annual call-count summary

Year (June/July annual survey)

2015

2016

2017

2018

avg. call rate

7.65

7.22

10.3

10.25

avg. duets per station

1.93

2

3.1

4.05

6

8

16

20

estimated adult pairs (duets only)
Maximum potential additional pairs

1

4

10

15

Maximum estimated adult kiwi (optimistic)

13

24

52

70

Productivity monitoring
To better predict annual breeding success into the
future, we have increased the number of males
being monitored for breeding activity. Throughout
breeding season, telemetry monitoring of radio
transmitters attached to the kiwi’s leg allows us to
determine when a male is incubating eggs, and
when hatching occurs. Male activity monitoring
allows us to predict when the second egg hatches.
At this point we access the nest and attach
transmitters to the chick(s). Intensive chick
monitoring is building a picture of current breeding
success and chick/juvenile survival.
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Toutouwai/NI Robin

Friendly toutouwai

The first toutouwai was recorded within the sanctuary
(following pest eradication) in 2010. Since then a slow
population increase occurred but concern of a potentially
narrow founder-base initiated a translocation in 2017 to
supplement the population (numbers and genetics). Prebreeding monitoring in spring will provide an annual census,
however anecdotally it appears that significant population
growth has occurred. New birds (with coloured leg-bands) are
seen paired with non-banded residents – an encouraging sign.
Visitors regularly have close encounters around the walkway.

Popokatea/Whitehead
In 2014 popokatea were reintroduced to Rotokare.
Early outcome monitoring demonstrated
translocation success and that breeding was
occurring, however this canopy dwelling species is
notoriously difficult to accurately survey.
A sanctuary-wide census was undertaken this
year resulting in 82 birds sighted. Only three of
these were banded (founders) indicating
successful breeding and recruitment (un-banded
population). This count provides a reasonable
minimum population estimate.

Un-banded popokatea at Rotokare

Matata/Fernbird translocation 2018
In 2017 a matata translocation from Rotokare to Pauatahanui Wildlife Reserve near Wellington took
place – the first time Rotokare provided a source for another community restoration project. A second
translocation to Pauatahanui took place in 2018 following demonstrated success of the first. Rotokare
volunteers and staff assisted the translocation team, and proudly hosted our guests. Depending on
survey results during spring 2018, a translocation to Mana Island is planned for autumn 2019.

Matata in-hand for measuring & banding, placed in transfer box.
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Lake Research
Inspired by annual algal blooms in the lake,
and the Trust’s focus on both ecological
restoration and community recreation, we
teamed-up with Waikato University to
undertake further research. Dylan Smith has
recently completed his thesis: The aquatic
ecology of Lake Rotokare.
Estimated red-fin perch #’s: 180,000.
Banded kokopu are recruiting in the lake.
Koura are plentiful in the streams.
Water quality is slowly improving, but more
research required to understand what all the
factors are.
Long-fin and short-fin eels are abundant, but
long-fin recruitment seems to be an issue.

Dylan Smith Sets a fyke net

Further research and trials are planned this
summer, leading towards developing a perch
control programme.

Other biodiversity activities
Fernbird & spotless crake surveys

Passive lizard monitoring

Annual surveys are undertaken to monitor
these populations around the wetlands. Since
initial surveys were done pre-eradication, crake
numbers continue to increase. Fernbird
numbers significantly increased once predators
were removed, and while formal lake-edge
surveys show little recent change they remain
common throughout the sanctuary.

In recent years very little pro-active monitoring
has been done. Tracking tunnels used for pest
monitoring however also act as a passive
biodiversity monitoring tool – foot-prints on
inked monitoring cards. Lizard prints are
increasing. This will be analysed when
resources allow, and will lead to increased
active monitoring again.
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Education
Established in 2009, the Environmental Education programme provides a broad range of
learning focuses and units. A major focus is the fully curriculum-linked units from new-entrant
through to senior secondary NCEA classes, endorsed by the Ministry of Education 'Learning
and Education Outside the Classroom’ (LEOTC). All core strands of the national curriculum
are woven into all units, with a focus on science and conservation. As with all other elements
of the Rotokare programmes, volunteers play a huge and crucial role in education.
In addition to the core education programme other elements provide a broad range of learning
opportunities: Early Childhood Education, outreach programme, extension learning
programme, school holiday programme, guided walks, social action programme, group
presentations, targeted education collaborations, and facilitation of wider community learning
initiatives.

EDUCATION STATS - Term 3 & 4 2017 / Term 1 & 2 2018
Schools
Early Education
Primary Education
Secondary Education

#classes

Totals
District
Central Taranaki
South Taranaki
North Taranaki
Outside Taranaki

Programme
Conservation & Biodiversity
Discover your Schoolyard
Extraordinary Ecosystems
NCEA Health of the Forest Sci 1.12
NCEA Health of the Forest Bio 2.6
NCEA Bio 3.2
Plants are cool
Sensory Explosion
Traditional Uses of the Forest
What is that?
Wetland Treasure Trove
Natures Recyclers
Other (specialised Programme)
TOTAL
Holiday Programmes
Rotokare Holiday Programme

1
45
15

#Students
20
992
699

61

1711

#Students
428
611
647
25

#Schools
7
10
11
1

# times run # students
3
2
2
4
4
1
0
1
2
6
1
1
3
30

266
121
222
142
143
14
0
20
175
322
85
91
110
1711

Focus
Bird Art

# students
19
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Youth Ambassador Programme
Established in 2016, this programme is
focused on taking a small number of year
6-7 students with a passion for nature.
These students go through a year-long
extension learning programme including
several 1-2 day workshops, active
participation with guided tours and
events, and collaborations with other
sanctuary ambassador programmes.

2017 – Ambassadors visit Zealandia - Wellington

Students develop a deeper knowledge of
conservation science, but also focus on
developing confidence in public speaking
and leadership.
The third intake of youth ambassadors is
underway, mentored by previous
ambassador programme members – The
student becoming the teacher!

2018 – Ambassadors building boardwalk

Collaboration and outreach highlights
Enviro-Day at Rotokare

Enviro-Day gathering of Enviro-schools - 2017

A collaboration between Taranaki Enviroschools
and Rotokare – 125 tamariki in 2017 and 143 in
2018 from Enviroschools throughout the region
came to Rotokare. Learning about, experiencing,
and sharing ideas on environmental protection
and sustainability. Several environmental
organisations took part – a truly regional
collaboration.

Sparky the Kiwi
A collaboration led by East Taranaki
Environment Trust brings together several
organisations involved in habitat protection and
kiwi conservation. Several schools attend the
two-day event (estimated 400+ students in
2017), and meet Sparky – the star of the show (a
one-legged kiwi which supports advocacy
initiatives).

Learning about kiwi egg candling
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Other Education Highlights

Beyond the formal education programme, pro-active education and advocacy
is a priority throughout all formal and informal engagement activities

Public Engagement & Visitors
Estimated annual visitor number are around 25,000, including education programme, other
planned public engagement and events, and recreational users. We monitor visitor feedback
through a visitor book, social media comments, and pro-active engagement with visitors onsite.
The sanctuary remains open 24/7, with every effort made to ensure each visitor has a positive,
safe, and educational experience at Rotokare. Ongoing biosecurity risks are a highlight of the
nature of this 'free and open sanctuary', meaning significant effort and expense is put into
biosecurity monitoring and ongoing promotion of good biosecurity practice off-site, especially
for regular visitors.

Public presentations help generate support and spread conservation messages

2017-2018 Presentations
Presentations
On-site Presentations
Off-site Presentations
Public guided night tours

# Groups/events
9
13
4
Total

# people
181
498
128
807
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Night Tours
Each year a schedule of public guided night-tours offer the community a chance to see and
hear what happens at Rotokare after dark. These have proved very popular, with participation
increasing each year. This is an important engagement opportunity and equally is an important
conservation advocacy exercise. These tours are run during the winter months to make the
most of the earlier start times for children – however the weather can be problematic. This
year, several tours were postponed due to weather.

Visitor book
Visitor Book - July 2017 - June 2018
627 entries representing 1524 people

Taranaki
NZ
Overseas

Total entries
674
430
420

Taranaki entries
South Taranaki
162
Central Taranaki
64
North Taranaki
99
Not Specified
349

1524

674

Overseas
28%

Taranaki
44%

NZ
28%

Visitor book – Visitors often leave comments,
however this is only a snapshot of total visitation. The
Trust reviews this feedback periodically.

150
100
50
0

Taranaki
NZ
Overseas
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Freedom Camping
Freedom Camping Summary

Following changes to the Freedom
Camping Bylaw, and freedom-camping
apps, Rotokare has experienced a
significant increase in numbers. South
Taranaki District Council employed
Freedom camping Ambassadors to
perform random checks, but it is unclear
what difference this has made at
Rotokare so far.
For the same period the previous year
378 vehicles over 88 nights were
recorded: 4.3 vehicles per night, avg. 8.2
people per night.
Increase from previous year by
2.4 vehicles & 4.5 people per night

Recorded between 1st Oct 2017 & 30 April 2018
Total days recorded:
Days recorded randomly - mostly Mon-Fri

44

Total vehicle numbers:

294

largest number of vehicles on 1 night:

17

Number of nights no vehicle recorded:

2

Avg. Vehicles p/night:

6.7

% non self-contained:

85%

Total est. people numbers (1.9 p/vehicle):

558.6

Avg. People p/night:

12.7

While this image (right) shows an
unwelcome behaviour (these two young
guys got to wake-up very early for some
immediate house work), the vast majority
of freedom-campers are very respectful
of the Sanctuary.
Campers on-site reduce the risk of
vandalism, and are often eager to
help as volunteers.

An early morning check by staff

Site Security – theft of donations box
Occasionally we have had unwanted attention at
our donations box. Sadly, this year it was
completely removed, soon after being damaged
during a previous theft attempt. Not only has this
been a loss of donation income, but additional
expenditure for surveillance seems necessary.

Close monitoring of freedom-camping, mountain biking, and other visitor activity is ongoing.
The Trust works hard to ensure the open and inclusive nature of this project isn’t jeopardised
by a few individuals. The Trust intends to develop clear plans for the future in regards to onsite visitors. In the mean-time, we encourage the public to express their concern should
inappropriate activities be seen.
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Walkway upgrades

Youth Ambassadors help at working bee

Staff & Volunteer replacing a foot-bridge

Annual walkway improvements are a key feature of visitor asset management. Each year priority
upgrades are undertaken. This involves replacing footbridges and boardwalks as necessary. In
addition, track edging and re-surfacing, and improving water management (water-tables and culverts)
are progressively undertaken as resources allow.

Wetlands Boardwalk
For the young & the old
In memory of Sandra
Hodges,
Bill
Hodges
supported and participated in
the development of a new
wetlands boardwalk and
floating platform. Bill and
Sandra
are
long-time
Rotokare family. This project
took well over 400 volunteer
hours, and provides visitors
with a unique wetlands and
lake experience.

New storage & utility shed
As the project grows, further storage and more
equipment is required. Begun the previous year,
the storage shed has now had all shelving and
a tractor bay completed. A key outcome of this
has been the gathering of all fence materials
from nearby farm sheds and improved dry and
secure storage of equipment and materials.
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Financial Year April 2017 to March 2018
The Trust works extremely hard to ensure a cautious approach to expenditure, and puts in
significant effort to ensure income streams are diverse. A key part of this is endeavouring to
generate its own income. Over 35 different funding sources contribute to the annual income.
The Trust continues to rely on income from grants, sponsorships, and donations, alongside
the ‘self-generated income’ earned through contracts, sales and fees.

Other
2%
Sales &
Fees
5%

Other
4%

Sponsorship
11%

Donations
27%

Contracts
10%

Sponsorship
20%
Sales & Fees
8%

Donations
50%

Contracts
18%
Grants
45%

Self-generated income = $238,022

Total Revenue - breakdown

Financial Performance report
1 April 2017 - 31 March 2018
Revenue

$ 433,350.00

Expenditure

$ 376,472.00

Net Profit

$ 56,878.00

Depreciation

$ 168,070.00

Deficit after Depreciation

-$ 111,192.00

Tagged project funds held

$ 42,500.00

• Increased by $32,000 from FY16-17
• 55% of total in FY17-18

Contracting has increased as a fundraising
activity over the past year, highlighting as an
example the commitment made by the Trust
to generate independent earnings.
Efforts to further reduce costs and increase
income is a priority goal for the following
financial year.

Endowment Fund
Current Balance $44,490
The long-term vision is to derive a portion of
annual operational income via an endowment
fund, increasing self-sustainability.
Bequests & significant donations are
sought in order to grow this fund to help
secure the Trusts financial future.
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Fundraising Effort
We are prepared to work hard to earn an income – a critical element of the Rotokare culture.
If we’re to ask for donations and grants, earning the community’s respect is vital. We
continually strive to increase self-generated income, and move ever-closer to a more selfsustaining income base. The whole Rotokare family are engaged in a variety of fundraising
initiatives.

Snap-shot of Fundraising Performance

Total Contract Income

$43,862

$12,000.00
$10,000.00

Ministry of Education LEOTC

$8,000.00
$6,000.00

South Taranaki District Council Lawns & Toilet at Rotokare

$4,000.00
$2,000.00

Halo Landowner contributions

$-

FOL
Donations

Public
Donations
Box

Education
Fees

Honey Sales

Taranaki Mounga Project –
Toutouwai translocation services

Total Sales & Fees

Fundraising sales are pro-active engagement opportunities

$19,986
Education programme
Guided tours
Merchandise
Rotokare honey
Rotokare calendar

How you can help
Support this project and contribute to an inspiring, fun-loving, and outcome focused community-led
organisation. Working together we can achieve significant results for regional biodiversity restoration
and community wellbeing, and for our most important stakeholder group – our future generations.

The more support we receive, the more outcomes we achieve
Become a ‘Friend of the Lake’
Offer in-kind goods and services

I

Make a donation
I

I

Become a sponsor

Volunteer some time
I

Make a bequest

PO Box 33, Eltham 4353 I 06 764 8500 I contact@rotokare.org.nz I www.rotokare.org.nz I facebook.com/rotokare
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